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Dear Readers
Six letters, that’s all it is:
C.A.N.C.E.R
Crying as those six letters are spoken to you, cracking every wall and leaving nothing within you but numbness and those six letters,
Anxiety as you wonder what is going to happen, to
your family your friends, and to you that lead to
Nightmares that plague you day in and day out,
those six letters creeping in to leave you in darkness and
despair,
-butCaring friends and family are with you through it
all, replacing the nightmare letters with hope and courage
while you
Exchange blows with those letters until they no
longer loom and doom over you, replacing the letters with
courage and strength while
Remembering that you are not alone in this fight
and together we all will conquer it.
Those six letters will one day no longer stand up to
us. No longer will they strike fear or hopelessness into us,
but fade away into nothingness as we all continue to fight.
We all are in this fight together,
Chelsey Timlin
Editor-in-Chief
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Olga Learns How to Smile
Emily MacBeth
I yank back
As I hear the smack
Of knuckle to tender soft cheek.
Him standing over her
And she pointing a trembling finger,
Dismissing me.
Soon after, he cradles the glass again
Swirling the liquid as though he is
Impressive,
Gagging on the poison on his lips.
My brother ducks his head as he passes.
But he has committed the crime
Of intrusion.
That man squeezes my brother’s hair in his fist
And wrenches him to the ground.
Nearly twelve now,
He should know better.
I see the carpet smear red
And explode,
Wailing my eardrums scratched.
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I flee upstairs,
Lock the closet door,
And wretch until
I am gone.
*
Awaking on the white linens,
My blackened mother
Tucks my hair behind my ears.
My brother is okay.
My father went out.
My appendix had burst.
The jagged surgery
Left my body fickle
And I could not go home.
No, not for months.
But a man came and visited
– It was his job he said –
And opened up some hardback
And read to me:
“Let’s start with the book of John…”

Aunt Debbie
Lisa Folkmire
You were made of butter-cup petals and preordered arrangements, legs stretched against
the sink-in couch I could never stay awake
on. I didn’t realize your eyes were the color of
vein-stretched tear-captives until I saw them
(not you) looking out into a world of growingupness and never-knowings. What they must
have seen, the day mom took us all to say our
hellos without much of an out-loud reason. In
my thirteen-year-old wisdom, all I could do was
ask how your day was and partake in the pleasantries that kept me from the wet-eyed-sadness
mom and dad begged out of me in a foreversense. I think I’ve learned, they only wished for
my ability to cope, not my resistance to react—a
few years in-between of other too-hard-to-tellstories taught me that much. Still, I can’t tell
now if it was good or bad of them, but at least it
was well intentioned. As for this story (or instance, however you look at it), there are times
when I think that I shouldn’t write about this;
yet, I guess those are just the echoes of waterstains that never were. There’s not much more
to tell.
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We stood around you, I’ll admit, slightly gaping
at the lack of you laid out before us, a pre-cursor
funeral saying farewells to the not-quite-dead,
questions of afterlife and plausible forevers pushing against our personal lines of acceptable. We
couldn’t ask about tomorrow or next week or
next month, how odd that felt. I don’t remember
what I said, though for once it wasn’t much. All I
remember is the call a week later, from Eric and
Megan, and my answer, “it happened two hours
ago.” Mom held your hand, I know that much
(our family only whispers of touches and affection). Although almost grown up, I wish that
would change. I kept the last paper-tokens of
childhood you handed off to me, set them under
pictures of pine-covered sun-settings and dust
coated copper. Butterfly bookmarks and milkbead necklaces; memory pressings from a time
I fail to forget. Do you remember me that day as
much as I remember you? I wore my hair up, this
I know. High pony tail, the very same you stroke
fourteen months before the viewing: Eddy’s funeral (the first amputee I ever knew, and the closest father you ever had). Back when it passed my
triangle-shoulders and slightly-more-flat chest,
when Grandma would sneak extra spoonfuls on
crystal plates and would call me “legs.” It was the
first time I knew what your hands felt like trailing
against my neglected hair.
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I keep that among the pine-needle tokens. There
was one morning months before that, sprouted
from sunrise walks along South coast beaches.
You woke before the sun without question, following my wander-shadow along the coastline,
until I claimed to have found a forever-sunrise. I
hope she’s the girl you remember. And you, warmchestnut hair against your half-rim glasses, holding up the shell-set-sunrise to the golden-hued
skyline, laughing at the entire concept, made of
rose-petal cheeks and black-coffee wake-ups. She’s
who I remember most.
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our lives were really just a collection
of accidents
Paige Emerson
it was an accident
that my brother chose to sit on the right side of
me
when we rode the ferris wheel
in eighth grade,
especially since
he always preferred the left—
and if he’d chosen the left,
like he always did,
his legs wouldn’t have been crushed
by the seat that fell from above us.
it was an accident
that year after dreaded year
my brother would sit alone at lunch
because none of the few friends
he managed to make
had the same lunch period as him—
leaving him
to suffer in silence
and chew his wheat bread—
never white—
with peanut butter:
solemnly.

and it was an accident
that i was the twin born second
and wasn’t the one handed to the nurse
with the enormous wedding ring—
30 diamonds, actually,
knowledge gained from reading the report
seventeen times—
who carelessly drug it
along the side of my brother’s face,
always leaving him the outcast.
and i wish i hadn’t spent our first
fourteen years together
treating my brother
like a goldfish—
wide eyed staring
and ostracized to the point
of never wanting to life
everyday life.
clichely,
i wish i could go back in time;
rewind the years and take back
every bad thing i’ve ever said
and make him
feel less alone.
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and i wish i could tell my brother that i’m sorry
for picking on him because he was always smaller
and weaker
and sicker.
but my brother’s not here anymore.
my brother’s not here
and i don’t know if i can apologize
to someone in heaven
all the way from hell.
my brother’s not here
and i regret everything i’ve done,
and it should have been me
that had the tumor.
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Easter
Jocelyn Kirk
It happened on Easter. On the day when
Jesus was risen and we were all saved so we
could stuff ourselves with chocolate and sweet
things. I was laughing at something my friend
said while sucking on the face of a bunny
pressed into chocolate. My mother’s face
popped up on my laptop with the backdrop of
my TV room two states away. The light from
outside didn’t quite reach the planes of her face
but I didn’t notice that at first. I was talking
about my Easter and how I went to a friend’s
house where there was an egg hunt and a potluck of green beans, ham, and potatoes. I babbled on about playing games and singing to the
radio out a car window, sounding to the world
like I was a child. Little did I know what my
mother would say would reduce me to just that.
I have something to tell you, she said.
I still get scared when she says that.
Your father is in New York for an emergency. After that all I heard was Grandmother,
cancer, can’t do anything, say goodbye. Suddenly I was a little kid again, sitting on my grandmother’s lap and opening pink purses and doctors’ stethoscopes at Christmas, my birthday,

whatever. I could imagine my face lighting up as I
grabbed for wrapping paper with fisted hands and
flushed cheeks. I was five and screaming at the
TV with her, shouting at my mom’s horse to win
the Kentucky Derby. She gave me a peanut butter
cookie when he crossed that finish line first. Then
I was fourteen in a deep blue dress with flowers in
my hair, posing for graduation pictures while my
grandmother’s hand held fast to me, making sure
I wouldn’t fall. And there I was talking to her on
the phone when she called every week, talking her
through the horror of a computer and listening
to her talk about her girlfriends’ available grandsons. I always sat twisting the phone cord around
my fingers and my feet on the cool floor wishing
for a minute for me to say something. I thought
about the shelves of photographs at home. She
was holding me at the hospital, her breath stirring
my almost non-existent hair as I slept, tired from
being brought into this world. I gripped her throat
at a petting zoo as I tried to feed a goat. You can
see clearly she didn’t trust the goat and wanted to
protect me.
My mom tried to bring me back to the
time and place but I wavered, suspended, broken, in another. We don’t know how long she has,
my mother ended, so you might want to email
her goodbye. Like lines on a page could express
my true feelings. I wish I could go back to those
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times when my dad would record me opening
my birthday presents and I would dutifully thank
my grandparents for the beanie babies and summer dresses, convinced they could hear me on the
other side of the camera lens.
Ok, I said around the now bitter piece of
chocolate in my mouth. I swallowed and choked,
my eyes welling up for so many reasons. I hung
up and ran, tripping over books and backpacks
in my attempt, stopping to unhitch my skirt from
whatever tried to entangle it. If I just could get
away from my laptop, my mom’s hard face and wavering words, the pictures of our ancestors hanging dauntingly above her head. My grandmother
would be up there soon. I broke down at that
thought, as if she were already gone.
And I imagined the irony of this day. Moments before I was celebrating life, and now death
shrouded my doorstep.

Snowy
Allison Grayhurst
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Sad as sleepy morning comes.
Soft ground to rest your chin upon,
soft like you are, in need of no one’s
flag or ego-affirmation.
When you walk
children wave from car windows, elated
to see such unmasked joy - mouth in an open smile,
and eyes, happier still - dark as toiled earth, alert
to the house cat’s twitching ear.
Satisfied in the full morning sun, you move
from sidewalk curb to road, sniffing at poles
and thin strands of grass
as your long clumped fur like a sheep’s pleated coat
ripples in time with the end-of-summer’s wafting
rhythm.
Treats, stuffed toys and laying contentedly
on your back, these things are enough.
Many have tried to imitate, parading
their off-white pups through neighbouring streets:
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They saw you once and wanted the same.
But you were claimed by a private angel.
Fastened to good karma,
you glow, you germinate, and you proceed.
As you sleep by the door
in and out of your doggy dreams,
you defeat the need for tomorrow’s schemes.
With an unassuming soothing moan
you stretch then continue in rest,
abating the weight of my human despair.

ode to the one i’m missing
Paige Emerson
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spaghetti doesn’t taste quite the same
when you’re not here to make it,
and i’m trying so damn hard
to remember just how you did it
rather than take out the recipe
and prove to myself
that i’ve forgotten one more piece of who you are.
it was never any of my business how many times
our cats made love
while we were fishing in the pond behind your uncle’s
cottage,
but they made it a point to know
when it came to us.
you’re not quite walking away
so much as fading—
an unnoticed ghost—
but you can’t see me grasp for one last touch
from the boy who didn’t want to die.
my tears no longer trickle like July rain
crying on your doorstep,
but boom like the thunder that kept me up
at 3 in the morning,
rocking your arm to kiss me again;
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i just want to sleep at night
and not hear the rustling of leaves that sound
like crumpled paper
and me writing a boy i know i need to forget
back into existence—
you told me to not let
leukemia between us,
and i’m trying not to let you let me go.

Tree Tipper
Emily Macbeth
I looked up and saw the sky begin to marble.
The clouds mixed together in these lovely, twisting swirls before the opera began. Only one section, though. A loud, blasting horn that howled
through the city. I squeezed my head, palms
flattened across my ears. My mother trotted
outside and hooked my elbow before ushering
me into the house with a pat on the butt. Everyone downstairs. My brother took the dog. My
dad struggled with the birdcage. I held the cat.
My mom led my grandma. Check. Everyone
downstairs.
My parents had the radio turned up. I
think it must have been to try to distract us
from the angry gusts outside, tearing at the siding of the house and trying to stretch its fingers
down into the belly. I took a flashlight and held
it under my chin, the bulb warming my jaw.
“Tell me a scary story, Trevor.” I waggled the
flashlight at my brother and he took it with a
grin. Nearly ten years older than me, I couldn’t
have guessed how he was planning to terrify
his little sister. My mom could though. Like a
baton, she snatched the flashlight right back out
of his hands and flicked off the switch. 		
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With a glare at Trevor, “No.”
We had taken a big cardboard box and
placed it in the corner of the room. My grandma
sat on her chair, swinging her feet, glancing into
the box every few minutes. I crawled over to the
box and peered in. It was sectioned off. Some batteries, Band-Aids, and extra blankets. On the other side, cans of fruit, peanut butter, and water bottles. Sitting on top was a pack of cookies. A quick
glimpse back to my grandma and I could see her
line of focus. I fished the cookies out and plopped
the container on her lap. With a smirk, she ripped
the plastic off and bit into the cookie. My mom,
keen ears hearing the crunch, spun around. Her
face falling, “That was for an emergency.” My dad
delightfully tiptoed over to my grandma, fingers
wiggling, “This is an emergency!” His rosy cheeks
bounced as he bit into the cookie with a chuckle.
In the morning, the wind had wisped away.
The sun had pried open the clouds and shaped a
stage for the birds to sing. But a massive tree had
creaked over and sprawled across our backyard.
It crunched the fences on both sides and formed
a line of destruction; every yard had at least one
mammoth tree tip over, tangling its branches in a
neighbor tree’s roots like some sort of forest conga
line. I could see my parents heave their chests,
grateful that the tree chose to fall across the yards
and not on top of the house. Still, the tree had

splintered the yard and crushed an indent into the
hill. My mother sighed, bending over to pick up a
stick.
The next day, my dad was on the phone with
the lumber company. My grandma was back in
her room, rocking her chair and munching on the
leftover emergency cookies. My brother heaved
an axe to a log; my parents thought it’d be good to
get a head start. My mom scanned the yard with
her video camera, documenting every trace of the
tornado’s wicked path. And I ran along the conga
line of trees, crouching like an ape in a jungle and
swinging around the now-reachable branches. As
I trotted along, my bare feet hugged the ridges of
the tree’s crust until I nearly crushed a caterpillar,
squirmed up under a flap of bark, rain still clinging to it from last night’s storm. I plucked him up,
cupping him in my hand, and jogged to the front
yard. I searched until I found the best leaf I could
reach on a still-standing tree and placed the caterpillar on it, folding it over him like a blanket.
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i could see my future spelt out in
the aries constellation
Paige Emerson
when i was a little girl,
my brother told me that when we die
we become stars
and visit our family and friends
at night,
but four years after
“i love you” fumbled out of
my lips and taped itself to the walls
inside your mind
that you told me it was stage four,
and there was no going back;
and how wrong it was
that i needed comforting.
we’d built the future
around the idea of the future itself,
and it all came crashing down
when you woke up six days
after your twenty-second birthday
and your hair
still clung to your pillow.

and when you slipped away,
your last breath used
to tell me it’ll never be over,
i collapsed inside myself.
i’ve heard that our hearts are wild creatures
and that’s why our ribs are called cages,
so my love will stay trapped
forever in this body
because we both knew that
it’s always been you.
i named 50 stars after you,
and there’s not too much
that i’m sure of anymore,
but i’ve fallen too in love
with the night sky
to bother with a spark
in anyone else’s eyes.
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Heat, Hurt, and Heels
Jocelyn Kirk

New York in July was worse than expected.
I focused on the wobbling of my heels and the swish
of my dress
Intent on not thinking of what was coming next.
This today came way too fast.
As my shoes sunk into the ground my uncle grabbed
my arm,
Saving me from falling.
But I would rather he save me from what’s coming up
next.
I choked up a minute into the service.
My throat seemed to close the moment the bagpipes
started.
I suppressed all thought.
I focused on how my dress started to stick to me.
On how the air moved when my aunt shifted.
On how the dust lit up in the sun,
Dancing on a day of mourning.
Too soon it was my turn.
My hands left damp marks on the paper,
smudging the ink of a timeless tune.
I stood at the altar, looking out over strangers.
Who were these people?

And why weren’t there more?
The church should be filled,
Be bursting with the heat of bodies.
People should be turned away at the door.
My voice shook as I uttered her favorite poem.
And I could almost see her there,
Her eyes closed and her head nodding.
Silently saying it with me.
My voice broke
But I held back the tears.
I would be strong. For her.
I would be as strong as her.
I would stand up and speak for her
Now that no one will hear her voice.
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I finished and turned,
My heels she had always liked clacking on the floor.
As I tripped my way back to the seat
I let myself cry.
Clearly God’s system had broken down by taking
her
So why couldn’t I break down too?
The service ended.
We processed out.
Into the heat of the day.
My heels clacked loudly,
trying desperately to drown out the sound of my
tears.
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Holes in the Foundation
felix
The day we discovered the crack in the
foundation, the slowly deepening holes shifting
from crevice to canyon, we knew that Grandfather had holes in his brain. It was clear he
couldn’t go fishing anymore—the holes sucked
up the lake water and all the fish drowned in
his empty skull. He and I used to go fishing
when I was a kid. Those summer afternoons
out in Berlin were the best times I ever had
with him. Anything else was ‘Keke, did you get
some food?’ ‘Yes, Patty, I’m eating right now.’
Grandmother and Grandfather had a cute aura
of meaningless dialogue that they performed on
the holidays and special occasions. But grandfather left his silly antics in the rocking chair
at home when he shipped off to sea. We would
wrangle with the ropes at the docks and uncover Ol’ Bessie his pontoon boat and check for our
worms in the Styrofoam container and double
check that grandpa didn’t eat the sandwiches
grandmother has made for our journey out on
the open summer lake.
Grandfather always asked me questions,
like a little kid, about life and school and especially the girls. It was weird to talk to him about
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it, but I could tell he wished he was young again so
he could play hooky from school and chase after
girls on the weekends. Instead he had to be content living vicariously through me. But I’m glad he
asked because no one else ever did—Other Grandmum and Granddad knew about my academics,
my friends, my interests, desires. But Grandfather
was in the dark, hiding in the bottomless holes
sinking into his mind. The palace gates had been
opened and the drive up to the mansion was only
a very short distance away now, but we thought it
would take longer than that short distance.
The cracks had been growing for years, but
no mice or rodents had decided to sneak into our
abode, his home, and ransack the kitchen drawers and summer panty holding our savory and
sweet delights of ecstatic blissful cheese and nuts
and bolts and weekly produce. We ignored the
cracks—in fact, I can’t say I noticed them during any visit—and let our past be the present and
think it could become the future, too. We wanted
time to freeze, to stop short and consume our love
and immortalise it in the visits and the holidays
and the presents.
Grandfather liked sports—even though they
were usually disappointing—and Spanish beer—
personally, I never touch the stuff—and grandchildren. How great were the days when all of the
cousins—the many hundreds of cousins—could
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get together during the summer or at Christmas, New Year’s, and Easter time. The pendulum
swung like the park swings we gleefully glided
upon, floating up into the heavens to speak to the
sparrows and fly with the hawks, preying on little
pigeons on the wire, and eating carnitas and tamales and salsa dip. Grandmother made the best
carnitas—her carnitas were the only ones I could
ever eat. But I let the years slip through my fingers
and fall into the cracks, only widening the fissure
of time to pass by us faster and faster.
I always thought telling Grandfather I love
you was too sentimental for him. He had grown in
the time of guns and war and jeotgal and Baechu
kimchi and meat—lots of meat—with heads flying
this way and chicken feet scrambling that way. His
universe was different from my own—we lived in
neighbouring solar entities and we couldn’t find
each other except when we went out to the water.
Grandfather always told papa ‘no drinking on the
boat. I don’t want you to spill anything on this
gem.’ Grandfather always led us out to sea with a
cold beer in his hand.
If Grandmother would ever let him, he
would bring the grill out on the boat and grill-up
some steaks and seasoned chicken breasts, toast
the sheathed corn-on-the-cob and warm up baked
potatoes for an afternoon of fishing. But Grandmother thought that was silly—what if we didn’t
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bring enough for the fishes? Grandfather always
wanted to grill the fish as soon as we caught them,
or pan-fry the perfect cutlet of fresh walleye or
black bass. I could smell the fish from a mile away,
under the water.
He loved the water almost as much as he
thought about his grandchildren. He tried to
combine the both of them—it and we— to engage
our minds in a conversation that only he knew
and that only he could converse. I learned a little
bit of the language—we trolled and we baited
and we waited for something exciting to bite the
end of my line. We had hooks and wires and nets
and sandwiches—those were the most important
pieces to our puzzles. But trip after trip, we began
losing puzzle pieces until the box was broken and
we couldn’t play dominos on the pontoon boat
any longer.
Eventually, we lost the box, too. It became
more challenging to get out on the boat to go fishing and deep-lake diving. For this I was thankful.
The water was always so very chilly.
One day, it all changed and I knew I couldn’t
go fishing again with Grandfather. I knew that he
couldn’t go fishing on his own. He had carved too
many holes and the foundation began sinking into
the ground. I suddenly found myself wishing he
would ask me about those high school girls just
like in the old days long passed. But he eventually
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forgot and I had to pray over his shuddering body
Hail Mary, save my Grandfather, lead him unto
the heavenly banquet. It was a rough time when
Grandfather developed that terminal illness. I
don’t think I’ve been fishing ever since then. I miss
that cool breeze over the lakes in the summer. I
miss the feel of grimy, slimy, moving worms in the
tips of my fingers and the occasional tugging of
the fishing rod, a temptation to reel it in and only
find that my worms had holes in their heads, too.

Spotlight Piece
Welsey Hoyle
Spring is upon us. Unless you’re one of
three people on this campus who actually still
enjoys the snow, this is good news! It’s nice to
see the grass poke through again, reminding us
that there really is solid earth underneath us.
Also, less philosophically and more practically
speaking, it’s nice not to have to waddle like a
penguin down the sidewalk, since friction is
once more a benevolent force acting on your
shoes.
Of course, this is also when things melt
away in a more metaphorical sense. For all you
freshmen out there, you’re likely to experience
for the first time that many of your relationships
and interests will fall off the wagon unless you
work very hard to maintain them. Anything
you don’t make a priority will be gone before
you can say “Plaid Works.” The leisurely weekend afternoons and fun evenings become more
and more likely to be replaced by homework
and studying. That part is no surprise, but few
can predict how it will affect your social life and
your ability to… well, be human.
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The stress of final papers and exams also tends
to reveal important facets of your personality (I’m
convinced that this is more of the reason that some
professors assign those things). Like a secret test of
character. Or at least, a subtle one. Next time you
have a big assignment on your plate, watch carefully
which activities you drop in favor of homework –
and more importantly, which ones you do instead of
your homework, you dirty procrastinator, you.
What I’m really saying here is, the last few
weeks of college show you the people and the things
in your life that you really value. I know English
majors have less difficulty with this sort of introspection than most, but keeping an eye on your own
habits and tendencies in times of stress will help
your master them better for the next time. It will
also help you keep a few friendships and maintain
those passions that you don’t want to lose just because you’re too busy.
Learning from your classes is why you’re here,
but learning from your experiences is what will
serve you your whole life.
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Next Month’s Theme
Will Be:

Only One Alma
Now accepting submissions!
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Subscriptions
To subscribe to See Spot Run, send a mailed request, including the address to which you’d like the subscription sent, to:
See Spot Run, Box GG
614 W. Superior St.
Alma, MI 48801
(include the first line only for intercampus mail)
All subscriptions include seven issues of the
magizine (the number published each year) regardless
of when the request is recieved.
That means that even if you subscribe halfway
through the publication year, you’ll still get a full year’s
worth of magazines!
Subscription Costs
Please send a check for the appropriate amount
(made out to See Spot Run) with your submission request.
On campus subscription - $5.00 per year
Off campus Subscription - $15.00 per year
If you requre a receipt, please include that information with your request.

Submissions
Writing pieces:
Please submit 1 attachment PER EMAIL! Any that
contain more than that will be deleted! If you wish to send
more submissions, send several emails.
For the subject heading please include type of writing first (i.e. prose, poetry, short story) followed by the title
of the piece.
Artwork:
Please submit 1 ATTACHMENT PER EMAIL! Any
that contain more will be deleted! If you wish to send more
submissions, send several emails.
For the subject headings, please include the type of
art (i.e. photography, drawing, painting) followed by the title
of the piece.
If you have any questions or would like to submit
please email us at alma.seespotrun@gmail.com!
The pay scale for submissions is as follows:
Prose works are paid as $2.50 per printed page (including any page, no matter how short, onto which the story
spills).
Poetry is paid as $3.00 per printed page.
Full page or cover artwork is paid at $5.00
Incorporated illustrations (those apperaring alongside the text) are paid at $1.00 per image.
Illustrated writing is welcome!
The staff of See Spot Run reserved the right to edit
works for clarity, length, ect, and will notify you of any

changes before publication.
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Don’t Miss The Alma Edition of
See Spot Run in April 2015

